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Firm

PROJECT DETAILS

A Application Testing

B May. 2021 - Ongoing

C $50,000 to $199,999

D
"We are impressed with their attention

to detail, project management, and

dedication to our project's success."

PROJECT SUMMARY

Trigent Software is handling manual,

automation, and load testing for a financial

firm's investment portal. They are also tasked

with automating the portal's existing features

and developing new ones.

PROJECT FEEDBACK

Trigent Software's efforts

have helped the client build

higher quality products and

become less dependent on

their user acceptance testing

process. Their attention to

detail and superb project

management allow them to

execute their tasks

flawlessly. They remain

dedicated and productive.
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Trigent Software

The Client

Please describe your company and your position
there.

VP of Digital Systems working for a Financial firm with Global

Presence

The Challenge

For what projects/services did your company hire
Trigent Software?

Manual, Automation and Load testing of our investment portal

E VP Digital Systems,
Financial Firm

G Financial Services

H 1,001-5,000 Employees

CLIENT RATING

5.0
Overall Score

Quality: 5.0

Schedule: 5.0

Cost: 5.0

Would Refer: 5.0
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The Approach

How did you select this vendor and what were the
deciding factors?

Senior Management

Describe the project in detail and walk through the
stages of the project.

Several releases through the year to create new features and also

build automation for existing features

How many resources from the vendor's team
worked with you, and what were their positions?

multiple - Manual QA, Automation Engineer, Load test engineers,

Project Managers

The Outcome

Can you share any outcomes from the project that
demonstrate progress or success?

Automation testing has helped us tremendously to build a high

quality product and less dependency on UAT

How effective was the workflow between your team
and theirs?

The team was very effective and helped us manage time

efficiently. This resulted in a 24 hour schedule. Offshore timezone

benefited use

What did you find most impressive or unique about
this company?

We are impressed with their attention to detail, project

management, and dedication to our project's success.

commitment from skilled resources

Trigent Software
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Are there any areas for improvement or something
they could have done differently?

The team has done a fabulous job

sales-c@trigent.com

+15087796743

www.trigent.com

Trigent Software
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